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Our AMI Performance Platform was awarded #1 by 
Waters 2020 sell-side technology committee for the 
second consecutive year. Founder and CTO Robert 
Cooke commented on the firm receiving this prestigious 
award: “Powerful analytics are the key to a competitive 
edge in this data driven ecosystem, so we’re elated that 
Waters has recognizerd our leadership in this space.” 
Waters Technology explains why AMI took top honors 
for the best analytics category. Read the story

We recently announced several new features for our 
AMI platform.
• Perforce & Git Integration
• Support for Security Assertion Market Language 

(SAML).
• Dashboard Object Browser for searching and 

managing all elements within dashboards.
• Generate PDFs for reporting.
• Nanosecond and Microsecond Support.
Click here to check out our other release notes.

Futher contributing to our thought leadership in the 
financial services industry, we recently participated in 
webinars with the EDM Council and Chronicle Software. 
They included “Humans-The Missing Link in Successful 
Machine Learning’’ and “Visualization: The Future of 
Low Latency/High Throughput Messages”.

We are thrilled to announce that 3Forge has further 
strengthened its global presence with the recent 
opening of its first international office in London. Our 
UK office, located in Canary Wharf, enables our firm to 
significantly increase local support of its extensive client 
base, which includes three of the world’s largest banks 
operating in the European market. The expansion also 
creates substantial growth opportunities for the firm to 
deliver its #1 ranked analytics AMI platform to banks 
and exchanges that offers fast, precise and insightful 
data analytics to enterprises, as well as gives the firm 
greater access to the region’s deep pool of technology 
talent to meet future growth. Founder and CTO Robert 
Cooke commented: “The opening of our London  office 
signifies a major milestone in our decade-long journey. 
Our European exapnsion allows us to be closer to our 
global bank clients, giving us greater ability to provide 
them with the highest level of support possible.” Check 
out the Waters Technology article on our UK office. Read 
the story
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Peter Sibirzeff
peter.sibirzeff@3forge.com
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Sales Development
3Forge LLC
225 Broadway 1615 NY 11111
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